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Section 1

Conejo Valley Tourism

Mission Statement

Guiding Principles

Business Goals

Conejo Valley Tourism serves the region’s economy and markets Conejo
Valley as a prime vacation destination to travelers in California, the United
States and worldwide. Conejo Valley Tourism increases awareness of the
area’s offerings, preserves its unique attributes and invests in Conejo
Valley’s growth and development.

• Be Inclusive: Nurture long-lasting relationships with local and
industry partners. Employ a collaborative partnership approach for all
marketing initiatives. Encourage feedback.

Conejo Valley Tourism will focus on increasing occupancy rates and
visitors’ spending.

Vision Statement
To be recognized as a champion for the Conejo Valley community and a
driving force behind this destination’s growth, vibrancy and financial success.

• Be Forward-Thinking: Pursue sustainable tourism that provides
meaningful visitation experiences while respecting Conejo Valley’s
natural and cultural heritage.
• Be Diligent: Honor promises and commitments. Guard and defend the
Conejo Valley brand.
• Be Accountable: Be goal-oriented and results-driven. Provide
tangible proof of performance for all Conejo Valley Tourism initiatives.
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Staff

1.1 | Staff

Section 1.1

Jill Lederer

Adam Haverstock

President/CEO, MBA, ACE

Director, Government
and Economic Affairs

Greater Conejo Valley Chamber of Commerce
600 Hampshire Road, Suite 200
Westlake Village, CA 91361
Telephone: 805.370.0035
Email: jlederer@conejo.com

Greater Conejo Valley Chamber of Commerce
600 Hampshire Road, Suite 200
Westlake Village, CA 91361
Telephone: 805.370.0035
Email: ahaverstock@conejo.com
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Section 2

Marketing Strategy

Goal

Messaging and Brand Identity

Creative Focus

Increase hotel occupancy rates and visitor spending in Conejo Valley.

Creative content will position Conejo Valley and promote its key
competitive advantages.

Expand “See Another Side” campaign messaging to increase audience reach.

Objectives
• Focus on post-fire recovery messaging in Q1, inviting visitors back to
Conejo Valley.

• Open for business: Invite and welcome visitors back to
the community.
• Escape and retreat: Highlight open spaces and outdoor recreation.

• Continue to increase brand awareness.

• Convenience: Easy drive from LA and Malibu.

• Increase visitation and length of stay with a focus on shoulder seasons
(January—March, September—November) and weekends.

• Uncrowded: Get away from the hustle and bustle of LA.

• Position Visit Conejo Valley as a primary resource for trip planning.

• Close to it all: Find a home base in Conejo Valley with nearby points
of interest and day trips.

• Establish Conejo Valley as a preferred Southern California retreat.

• Value: Lower prices and more amenities than LA.

Conejo Valley may have gone through some hardships, but our spirit is
strong. We’re letting visitors know that we’re open for business and look
forward to their support in our process of rebuilding. Moreover, we’re
reminding visitors that we are home to another side of Southern California
- a side with compassion, resilience and a drive to be better than ever.
We invite visitors to see a welcoming side of Southern California through our
lodging, a comforting side of Southern California through our restaurants and an
inspiring side of Southern California through our attractions.

Post-Fire Messaging Strategy
• Begin recovery efforts at a local level first, inviting Los Angeles
communities to help in the rebuilding process. This initiative would look
to activate local publications like The LAist and radio like NPR.
• Expand process to appeal to a larger California-based audience,
focusing on partnerships with Discover LA and Visit CA.
• Continue to focus on available activities and attractions by tapping into
broader platforms like Weekend Sherpa and TripAdvisor.
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Section 2.1

2.1
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Target Audiences

Target Audiences

Wedding Planners/Brides-To-Be

Foodies

This audience is made up of wedding planners and brides-to-be seeking a
venue so beautiful it will make them catch their breath.
ATTRIBUTES:

This audience sees food as a way to experience a destination. By tasting
their way through the local fanfare, they feel more connected to what the
place has to offer.

• Engaged Couples/Wedding Planners

ATTRIBUTES:

• Looking for inspiring and beautiful venues that will help make their special
event dreamy and unforgettable

• Millennials/Boomers/Affluent Couples
• Looking for unique and delicious experiences

• Female (55%)

• Parts of Conejo Valley that appeal to them: venues with gorgeous rustic
settings like Epona Estate Vineyard to venues with polished interiors like the
Sunset Hills Country Club

• Has a household income of $100k - $150k (21%)

RESEARCH & INDUSTRY INSIGHTS:

To stay true to Conejo Valley, we have largely kept our core audiences
the same as years past. However, we’ve also optimized our messaging to
target more honed-in audiences:
Through our paid digital media efforts, our audience from a high-level
view is:
• Ages 25-34 (32%), with 45-54 close behind (22%)

• Married (59%)
• Enjoys hobbies like going to the beach (49%) and visiting museums (40%)

• Overall, there are fewer formal and black-tie weddings—which are naturally
pricier—as couples choose to tie the knot in nontraditional locations that let
their unique story shine, require fewer embellishments and call for a smaller
budget. Whether it’s a low-key barn venue or a historic library with tons of
character, couples seem to favor sites that reflect their personalities.1
• Couples continue to focus on creating an amazing guest experience, with 72%
saying it was very important their guests were entertained at their wedding.1
• Based on average cost of a wedding in 2017, couples spend the most on
their weddings in the following areas in the US: California - Los Angeles:
$44,142; California - Santa Barbara/Ventura: $38,025.1
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• See travel as a means to enrich their lives and reconnect with what’s important
RESEARCH & INDUSTRY INSIGHTS:
• The percentage of US leisure travelers who travel to learn about and enjoy
unique dining experiences grew from 40% to 51% between 2006 to 2013.2
• Food offers a dynamic experience: nearly 40 million US leisure travelers choose
a destination based on the availability of culinary activities, while 35 million
travelers will participate in a culinary activity in destination.3
• US tourist participation in food and beverage has risen from 17% in 2007 to
77% just 6 years later in 2013.4

Target Audiences

Section 2.1

Wine Enthusiasts
This audience is looking to unwind away from the crowds with family and
friends, while seeking out new and unique experiences. Whether it’s a
couples retreat or a girls getaway, this audience sees wine tasting as a
relaxing, yet fun celebration.
ATTRIBUTES:
• Millennials/Boomers/Affluent Couples
• See travel as a means to enrich their lives and reconnect with what’s important
• Looking for unique experiences
RESEARCH & INDUSTRY INSIGHTS:
• In the US, wine tourism is dominated by domestic visitors and it is estimated
that 15 million travelers were motivated by wine tourism in 2014.4
• Based on the growth of wine tourists globally, evidenced in the country analyses
section, Mintel believes wine-tourism revenues are likely to have increased by
between 10% and 15% in the three years to 2016, generating in excess of $22
billion annually.5
• Over 50% of wine tourists have taken at least 5 overnight trips in the past year.
In addition to wine activities, 93% of wine tourists are likely to go sightseeing,
85% likely to visit historical or cultural attractions, 81% likely to go shopping,
66% likely to attend major events unrelated to wine and 60% likely to attend
performing arts events.5

1. The Knot. “The Knot 2017 Real Weddings Study.” February 2018.
2. Mandela Research “American Culinary Traveler Report”. 2013.
3. Skift. “Profile of the American Bleisure Traveler.” February 2017.
4. The Academic Wino. “Wine Tourism in the United States: Profiling the American Wine Tourist and Wine Tour Operators.” May 2017.
5. Mintel. “Wine Tourism: March 2017.” March 2017.
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Art and Culturists

Outdoor Adventurers

Meeting/Group/Event Planners

This audience seeks out creative vibes - whether it be contemporary art,
a historic museum, a live performance or a TV set. They want to take in
special, interesting and different experiences to escape the ordinary.

They are looking to enjoy fresh air, open spaces and outdoor activities. Although
they use these experiences to relax, they also have a sense of adventure.
ATTRIBUTES:

This audience is meeting planners who are looking for more value with their
meeting spaces. Beautiful views, delectable local fare and easy booking are all
benefits to them.

ATTRIBUTES:

• Families/Boomers/Affluent Couples

ATTRIBUTES:

• Families/Millennials/Boomers/Affluent Couples

• See travel as a means to enrich their lives and reconnect with what’s important

• Businesspeople/Meeting Planners

• See travel as a means to enrich their lives and reconnect with what’s important

• Looking for adventurous experiences

• Looking for easy-to-book meeting spaces

• Looking for unique, inspiring experiences

• Enjoy hiking and cycling

• Seeking destinations with post-meeting/conference activities and offerings

RESEARCH & INDUSTRY INSIGHTS:

RESEARCH & INDUSTRY INSIGHTS:

RESEARCH & INDUSTRY INSIGHTS:

• Increasingly, tourists seek deeply authentic experiences and will sidestep kitsch
or other more manufactured representations. Tourism emphasizes cultural
experiences to respond to this increased desire to discover and explore new
truths through historical and cultural resources and arts-based interpretation.6

• The outdoor recreation economy generates $887 billion in consumer spending
annually ($149.6 billion in the Pacific region of California, Oregon and
Washington). In fact, every year, American consumers spend more on outdoor
recreation than they do on pharmaceuticals and fuel, combined. This trend
demonstrates that a destination must have this kind of segment available to
appeal to a large audience.7

• Conference organizers are looking for more direct financial help and sponsorship
opportunities from destination marketing organizations (DMOs) in 2016, due to
the sharp rise in hotel, venue and food costs.10

• Tourists will seek active experience as much as simply wanting to be in a
physical destination as an observer. History, sensory experiences and engaging
activities that leave a lasting memory are paramount. A community’s arts, crafts
and cultural traditions are increasingly engaged to provide this deep level of
experience, historical access and memory.6
• A general increased awareness of, and interest in, cultural differences brings
about a time when much tourism is centered around both domestic and
international tourists being interested in learning about other cultural traditions.6
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• There are over 760 million visitors to state parks annually, that’s more than two
visits for every person in the US.8

• Over the past 12 months, 48% of planners said they worked more closely with
DMOs than they have in the past.10
• Meeting planners also reported that the two most appealing selling points for
a potential meeting destination were the availability of financial incentives and
broad meeting industry collaboration.10

• Americans went on a total of 10.9 billion outdoor outings in 2017, with running
(including jogging and trail running) as the most popular activity.9

6. Americans for the Arts. “Arts, Tourism, & Cultural Diplomacy.” July 2015.
7. Outdoor Industry Association. “US Outdoor Recreation Economy 2017.” 2017.
8. National Association of State Park Directors State Park Facts. 2017.
9. Outdoor Industry Association. “2018 Outdoor Participation Report.” 2018.
10. Skift. “Meeting Planners Are Relying More on Tourism Bureaus in 2016.” January 2016.
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Tactics

Tactics

Content Marketing
Continue to increase activity on owned channels including social media,
blogs and website. The team’s public relations, social media and content
development efforts will focus on attracting travelers to the destination for
overnight stays.
Public Relations and Content Creation
• Work with various media outlets highlighting destination activities/events
by pitching story ideas and developing media alerts.
Continue targeting travel writers focusing on open for business
messaging after fires during Q1 of 2019.
• Develop two blog posts per month for sharing on website and social channels.
• Partner with digital media team to develop campaign content.
• Attend PR Media Events to network with social influencers and traditional
writers highlighting Conejo Valley as a travel destination worth visiting.
• Update media kit to highlight destination, story ideas and quick facts.
• Refresh current and build new itineraries focusing on activities of interest
to various segments.
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Social Influencer FAM Tours
• Work with influencers to visit the destination and increase awareness of
Conejo Valley.
• Host a quick FAM trip for 3-4 local writers in January 2019 to bring
additional awareness to the destination after the fires. Potentially host
second FAM trip in March 2019.
• Identify an additional 7-10 influencers to visit the destination throughout
the calendar year.
• Ensure influencers showcase various lodging properties, dining, craft
breweries, shopping, outdoor activities, attractions, etc.
• Have influencers include a minimum of two in-market social media
posts, a minimum of four Instagram Stories and one blog post.
• Provide lodging for a two-night stay in Conejo Valley along with
spending money for activities and food, which will be paid upon
completion of scope of work.

• Twitter: Continue to use platform to share event information, hard news
and influencer content, but no longer use channel to post content also
shared on Facebook and Instagram. Participate in Tweet Chats when
opportunities arise.
• Instagram: Incorporate weekly Instagram story content.
• Share blog posts, social influencer posts and news articles for increased
awareness and channel growth.
• Feature event listings on Facebook to increase awareness and attendance.
• Incorporate two contests on social media (one in spring and one in fall) to
increase awareness and attract new visitors to the destination.
With the popularity of ABC’s The Bachelor/Bachelorette, focus one of
the contests around The Bachelor Mansion attraction.
• Continue to implement paid social media tactics to boost awareness and
engagement on Facebook and Instagram.
• Maintain and grow profiles across all existing social media channels.
• Create content that will attract and engage key audience segments.

Social Media

• Continue to increase engagement with the Visit Conejo Valley brand.

• Continue to adjust and align social media strategy according to latest
trends and changes to the platforms (Facebook, Instagram and Twitter).

• Build a dynamic digital presence, leveraging Visit Conejo Valley social
channels and partner organizations to drive traffic to Conejo.com.

With the loss of some Conejo Valley attractions due to the fires,
our team will continue to focus on what other attractions make the
destination special.

• Onsite event posting for the following events:
OakHeart Country Music Festival.
Tentative: PGA Tournament.

Tactics

Section 2.2
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Section 2.2

Tactics

Digital

Objectives

Facebook/Social

Employ a strong prospecting, multi-device approach during the beginning
stages of campaigns to catch audiences when they are in the mindset of
traveling by utilizing custom data to reach the niche audiences and demos
that will take action.

• Signals of intent to book reservation (Booking Widget, hotel website link,
RFP form completion)

Using Facebook to target audiences in an environment where sharing
and engaging are common. Facebook is a place where all demos will be
checking to see the latest trips their friends have been on as well as getting
inspiration for their next trip.

• Connect with target audiences on a variety of devices as they are in the
mindset of planning a getaway.

Utilizing Big Data, we will leverage multiple data partners to identify the
specific audience types within a competitive travel marketplace. These data
sources include purchase behavior, on-site behavior and content interaction. We
will execute a multi-channel media approach focused on driving visitors to the
destination and towards hotel reservation. We will use a mix of cross-device
display, site retargeting, paid social, paid search a well as email marketing.

The intent is to connect with potential visitors in the early stages of
the Consumer Journey – when they are susceptible to inspiration and
just beginning to think about taking a trip, as well as when they are
focused on planning and selecting their destination of choice.

• Email Sign-Up
• On-Site Engagement

• Engage with the desired audiences through custom data segments.
• Interact with audiences in a social environment, with social media playing
a larger role in the overall media plan in 2018.

Tactics
Video
Using our data driven approach, we can leverage video to target segments that
will respond best to the content. Example: those interested in outdoor activities
& weekend getaways.

Private Marketplace/Direct Pub
Targeting publications with specific audiences will help leverage our digital
advertising that much farther. This kind of advertising will utilize display
and native tactics.
Paid Search/Display (Google Ads)
Paid Search through Google Ads includes accommodation search within
the destination’s area and competitive areas and things to do focus where
people are searching for places that Conejo Valley can offer.
Email Marketing
Sending email campaigns to niche audiences provides customized
messaging and offers to drive conversions.

Creative
Video and photo shoot to continue to build library of assets for marketing
purposes. Shoot will be 2-3 days and include storyboards and detailed shot list.
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Tactics
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2.3

|

Partners

Partners

Conejo Valley Tourism has aligned itself with the following local, county,
regional and state tourism partners to leverage their marketing dollars and
expand the reach and exposure of the Conejo Valley Tourism brand:
Visit California (visitcalifornia.com)
Collaborate with Visit California to reach national and international audiences
through alignment with consumer, travel trade and content efforts.
Discover Los Angeles (DiscoverLA.com)
Collaborate with Discover Los Angeles on familiarization tours and press
trips, as well as travel trade and press releases. Keep Conejo Valley page
on www.discoverla.com updated with relevant content.
City of Thousand Oaks (toaks.org)
Partner with the City of Thousand Oaks to coordinate opportunities,
messaging and outreach to promote existing local businesses, attractions
and events to encourage overnight stays.
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City of Agoura Hills (ci.agoura-hills.ca.us)

Cal Lutheran University (callutheran.edu)

Partner with the City of Agoura Hills to coordinate opportunities,
messaging and outreach to promote existing local businesses, attractions
and events to encourage overnight stays.

Work directly with the university’s marketing department to collaborate
on events, messaging and outreach to capture youth and intercollegiate
sports audience, as well as develop new ways to enrich the student and
parent experience within the Conejo Valley community

Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area
(nps.gov/samo)

Mamba Sports Academy (mambasportsacademy.com)

Partner with Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area to
coordinate messaging and educate travelers on available park trails,
resources and events.

Add location as a key point of interest in Conejo Valley for sports
audience. Highlight events and offerings to tell unique story of Mamba
Sports Academy.

Conejo Recreation & Parks District (crpd.org)

Ronald Reagan Presidential Library (reaganfoundation.org)

Partner with CRPD to coordinate opportunities, messaging and outreach to
promote existing facilities and parks to youth sports leagues and leisure
travelers. Additional opportunities exist with eco-tourism and volunteer
tourism regarding business travelers and meeting planners.

Work closely with the library to feature events and position as a key
attraction for the area. The close proximity to Conejo Valley as well as
national recognition can help spark interest in the destination.

Partners

Section 2.3
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Section 2.4

Events and Promotions

2.4 | Events and
Promotions
The following is a list of major events that occur throughout the year in
Conejo Valley, which we will be promoting via public relations and social
media channels to encourage overnight visitation.

Dole Great Race of Agoura Hills (April)

Conejo Valley Days (May)

Named “The Best Half Marathon in the US” by active.com, the Dole Great
Race of Agoura Hills is one of the largest running events in the Los
Angeles area and boasts the #1 post-race party in SoCal. The 5k, 10k
and half marathon races attract more than 6,000 runners to help raise
funds for schools in Agoura Hills and Oak Park.

Conejo Valley Days celebrates Conejo Valley’s rich heritage and volunteer
spirit by entertaining about 26,000 people for four days each year, with
activities such as carnival rides, live entertainment, local vendors, arts and
crafts, games, food and even a parade. The event officially began in 1956
and, through its fundraising efforts, has helped to create local parks and
organize community events.

greatrace.run

conejovalleydays.com

California Restaurant Month (January)

Annual Scandinavian Festival (April)

Since California is the top destination in the US for culinary travel,
throughout the entire month of January, Visit California features
hundreds of restaurants, chefs and dishes highlighting incredibly
diverse epicurean experiences.

“Scanfest” is one of the largest Nordic festivals in the western US, and is
a two-day outdoor event that celebrates food, crafts, arts, traditions and
current life of the Nordic countries of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway,
Sweden and Scandinavia.

visitcalifornia.com/california-restaurant-month

scandiavianfest.org/festival

Fit 4 The Cause (January)

Annual Chili Cook-Off & Classic Car Show (May)

Fit 4 The Cause provides therapeutic exercise and nutrition education
to those who cannot afford trainers or attend gyms under normal
circumstances. They serve 1500 beneficiaries, including vulnerable children,
at-risk teens and fragile seniors in Ventura, Simi Valley, Conejo Valley and
the San Fernando Valley. They principally service low-income communities
where many residents experience metabolic and ambulatory challenges.

Sponsored by the Rotary Clubs of Conejo Valley and Thousand Oaks, this
all-day fundraiser event features music, food and beverages, as well as
a Classic Car Show and more than 50 chili cooks competing in the Chili
Cook-Off. The event also features a Miss Chili/Conejo Valley Pageant, with
the winner going on to compete in the Miss Regional California Pageant.

fit4thecause.org

Topanga Banjo, Fiddle & Folk Festival (June)
The Topanga Banjo Fiddle Contest and Folk Festival started in 1961,
making it one of the oldest continuously held traditional music events in
the US. It was first held in the Topanga Canyon, which is the reason for
its name.
topangabanjofiddle.org

chili-cook-off.com

OakHeart Country Music Festival (June)
The OakHeart Country Music Festival is presented by the Rotary Club
of Westlake Village and brings together more than 4,500 country fans
of all ages from Southern California and beyond. The event takes place
over three days and includes two stages, more than 10 artists, a full bar,
huge dance floor, food trucks, games, local vendors, line dancing, raffles,
giveaways and many other special performances.
oakheartcmf.com
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Events and Promotions

Tiny Porches Concerts (June-August)

Annual Moorpark Beer Festival (October)

The City of Agoura Hills partnered with Tiny Porches Concerts to present
a free, outdoor concert featuring regional and national indie-fold and
bluegrass bands. The events are held at Peter Strauss Ranch in the Santa
Monica Mountains National Recreation Area.

The Moorpark Beer Festival features the best local breweries from Ventura
County and beyond, great local live music, as well as an incredible array
of local food vendors.

tinyporchconcerts.com
Kingsmen Shakespeare Festival (June-August)
Throughout the summer, the Kingsmen Shakespeare Company conducts
several performances at Cal Lutheran University. Attendees can enjoy the
concession stand and bar, as well as pre-show chats with members of
the company.
kingsmenshakespeare.org
Thousand Oaks Brew Fest (August)
This event is put on by the Kiwanis Club of Thousand Oaks and features
BBQ and brats to be enjoyed with fine craft beer and local brews.
tobrewfest.com
Reyes Adobe Days (October)

Section 2.4

moorparkbeerfestival.com
Conejo Uncorked (October)
Conejo Uncorked celebrates the best in food and beverage that Conejo Valley
has to offer with a variety of local food, restaurant and wine exhibitors.
conejouncorked.com
Reign of Terror Haunted House (October)
Reign of Terror is an intense experience geared for horror and thrillseeking fans, but can be enjoyed by all ages. Each year, the annual
haunted house at Janss Marketplace adds new exciting features. Over
105 separate, custom-designed rooms with 8 separate, interconnected
attractions target a different type of fear. Covers 23,000 square feet of
indoor floor space, making it the single largest indoor haunted house in
all of Southern California.
rothauntedhouse.com

Reyes Adobe Days is a festival of free family fun that attracts
approximately 13,000 people annually. This weekend-long event includes
Fiesta at the Adobe.
reyesadobedays.org
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2.5 | Timeline

Budget

PR & Social Media

Q1

PR Pitching

Post-Fire Recovery

Q2

Q3

Q4

Blog Posts
PR Media Events

Travel & Adventure Show,
Go West Summit

IPW

TEAMS Trade Show

OakHeart*

PGA Tournament*

Update Media Kit
Influencer FAM Tours

Post-Fire Recovery FAM

Social Media Contests
Onsite Event Coverage
Creative

Q1

Q2

Paid Media Campaign

Post-Fire Recovery

*Optimization as needed

Photo + Video Shoot

Q3

Q4
*Optimization as needed

*Tentatively April

Website Contest Updates
Digital

Q1

Paid Media Campaigns

Post-Fire Recovery

SEO
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Q2

Q3

Q4

Budget

2019 Budget
Monthly Account Management
Account Planning & Management ($4,500/month)
PR Planning & Management ($2,750)
Social Media Management & Strategy ($3,000/month)
Monthly eNewsletter ($750/month)
PR and Social Media
Influencer FAM Tours
Content Marketing
Creative Production
Asset Creation (Video + Photos)
Creative Production
Website Optimization
Monthly Website Maintenance & Content Updates
Website Hosting
Monthly SEO ($1,750/month)
Paid Media (15% markup)
Paid Digital Marketing
Opportunistic
Opportunistic
Other
Travel Hard Costs
Marketing Plan
Annual Report
TOTAL BUDGET

$132,000
$54,000
$33,000
$36,000
$9,000
$37,000
$25,000
$12,000
$100,900
$30,000
$70,900
$36,600
$14,400
$1,200
$21,000
$225,000
$225,000
$15,000
$15,000
$18,500
$10,000
$5,000
$3,500
$565,000

Section 2.5
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Section 3.1

Consumer Behavior

3.1 | Consumer
Behavior
Micro-Moments: The Consumer Journey
As travelers are making decisions faster than ever before, they’re also researching
more than previous behavioral patterns suggested, with information readily
available at their fingertips. As consumers work toward booking their next
adventure, they navigate a four-step decision-making process:
1. Inspiration and dreaming

to provide inspirational content that helps influence decisions early on.
That said, 76% of travelers are more likely to book with a travel brand
that provides relevant information up front as they’re researching options.2
Consideration and planning:
When zeroing in on the actual planning portion of the process, it’s
important to factor the average consumer’s frame of mind and timeline.
Consumers begin focused research within a 44-day window from their
actual travel date. Furthermore, they spend around 45 days researching
various destinations, experiences to be had and logistics, accumulating an
average of 140 visits to travel sites.3

2. Consideration and planning
3. Decision and booking

Decision and booking:

4. Exploring and experiencing

At this stage, the consumer has decided upon the destination of choice
and they begin booking the trip. However, before reservations can be
made, further research may be necessary to select a lodging property or
campground and build details for their trip itinerary.

Inspiration and dreaming:
When beginning the trip-planning process, travelers look for inspiration
to guide them toward the destination of choice. The average American
consumer embarks on a 44-day trip-planning journey, from the point
of inspiration to following through with booking travel.1 Of course this
fluctuates based on the distance traveled or the purpose of the trip.
Initially, the concern is with the location(s) they’ll be experiencing; the
airline (if necessary), hotel and other logistics will follow. This is the most
influential phase of the trip-planning process, making it crucial for brands
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Exploring and experiencing:
The final piece of the consumer journey comes with the actual trip itself.
This is just as crucial as the other stages, as it’s one’s personal experience,
which will most likely live on through word-of-mouth reviews for friends and
family and social media posts. It’s still important for the brand to engage
with visitors as opportunities present themselves, to help build brand loyalty
and ensure the traveler will be eager to book a return visit.

1. The Knot. “The Knot 2017 Real Weddings Study.” February 2018.
2. Mandela Research “American Culinary Traveler Report”. 2013.
3. Skift. “Profile of the American Bleisure Traveler.” February 2017.

Industry Research

Section 3.2

Used a mobile
phone to plan travel

3.2 | Industry Research

Millennials

Used a
DMO website
Millennials

34.7%

Trend Watch

Generation X

Mobile Technology:

Baby Boomers

Travelers’ reliance on mobile technology is increasing exponentially, with
no sign of slowing down.
• People now spend more time online via mobile devices than on desktop
or laptop computers, especially during the inspiration and planning
stages of the consumer journey.
• Mobile technology has empowered travelers, fundamentally impacting
the way they select, research and book travel. Recent research by
Expedia explains7:
65% use smartphones when deciding which destination to visit.
63% use smartphones when looking for things to experience when in-market.
54% use smartphones when choosing lodging accommodations.
37% use smartphones when decided how to book travel.

31.1%
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7. Outdoor Industry Association. “US Outdoor Recreation Economy 2017.” 2017.
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Bleisure Travel:
Business travelers, like other consumers, are placing a greater emphasis
on a work-life balance. As such, business travelers—especially Millennial
business travelers—are increasingly adding more leisure into their
business travel: extending trips over the weekend—and often bringing the
family along. It’s important to note that Bleisure travel isn’t just about
attaching extra vacation days to business travel—it’s a lifestyle that
combines business and pleasure at all times.
• 94% of younger travelers are more likely to take a Bleisure trip in the
next five years.
• Millennials (18—34 yrs. old) are more likely to combine business with
pleasure compared to older travelers (34—44 yrs. old): 56% versus 37%.8

DMO Websites
Micro-Moments: The Consumer Journey
Research shows that year-over-year, more consumers are turning to
Online Travel Agent (OTA) types of websites, to book travel, whether that
be airline, lodging or any other reservation type. Being responsive to this
trend, it’s essential for travel brands and destination marketing efforts to
reach consumers earlier in the trip-planning process, inspiring decisionmaking and being present as a solution for consumers as they learn more
about things to do while visiting.
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The average traveler will visit 34 websites over 8.5 sessions as they
navigate the various phases of the consumer journey.9
Likewise, destination websites must be conducive to meeting the needs
of consumers. Travelers are turning to DMO sites as an important
resource for trip inspiration, as well as building out specific itinerary
details. In fact, in January 2017, over one-third of American leisure
travelers reported having used a DMO website in the past year to
research and/or plan travel—this is up about 10% from July 2009.
Content must be enticing and inspiring. Information needs to provide
insight into the types of experiences one can have while in-market.
Lodging and other business listings are also important, however should
not the be focus of a site. Recent Destination Marketing Association
West research details that while 59% of DMO website users have
already made up their mind about visiting the destination, nearly 40%
were potential visitors, being open to influence in making the destination
decision. Furthermore, 78% of potential visitors reported booking a trip
to the destination after using the DMO website.3
Digital Visitor Guides were the most commonly sought out marketing
asset among consumers (50.9%) during their trip planning process.
Printed guides followed second at 26.4% and 14.1% of DMO website
users also accessed the destination’s social media content while
planning the trip.8 Moreover, consumers have sited DMO sites as
influencing trip decisions associated with things to do and experiences to

be had. Only 12% of site visitors noted the information being impactful
when deciding upon a lodging property.8 In other words, consumers are
motivated to book a trip to a destination based on experiences, events
and other things to do while in-market. Once they have decided to visit,
lodging reservations follow naturally.
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The following shows how a consumer used a DMO site
during the trip planning process and what content was
most important throughout the various stages, according to
recent data from Destination Analyst and DMA West:9

The Average DMO Website User—By Travel Planning Stage
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3. Skift. “Profile of the American Bleisure Traveler.” February 2017.
8. National Association of State Park Directors State Park Facts. 2017.
9. Outdoor Industry Association. “2018 Outdoor Participation Report.” 2018.

Percent of New Users

Site Acquisition
Organic Search (64.1%)

Paid Search (5.6%)

Direct (10.9%)

Referral (8.5%)

Of potential visitors who
are interested in visiting
are new users

Organic Search (56.3%)

Paid Search (6.6%)

Direct (9.7%)

Referral (10.6%)

Of potential visitors who
are considering travel
destinations are new users

Organic Search (55.7%)

Paid Search (7.2%)

Direct (9.1%)

Referral (10.3%)

Top 5 Page Types
-Event Calendar
-Things To Do
–Travel Guide & Email Newsletter Request
-Deals/Promotions
-Maps/Map Request
-Articles/Travel Blog
-Travel Guide & Email Newsletter Request
-Things To Do
-Maps/Map Request
Things To Do–Specific
-Articles/Travel Blog
-Things To Do
-Travel Tips
-Event Calendar
-Maps/Maps Request
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So what should a DMO site offer consumers?
• The site should not just promote well-known attractions, but also the
local favorites or hidden gems of the destination.
• The website should be visually striking—Augustine has found great
success with implementation of Instagram feeds on a DMO homepage.
Both visually captive and inspiring, the feed’s content easily connects
with potential visitors, influencing the decision-making process.

Social Media Influencer campaigns are designed to focus on identifying
appropriate, qualified influencers with engaged audiences reflective of the
property’s targeted guests. Frequency of each influencer visit would include
one to two visits per month to maintain a steady drumbeat of content, but
not risk over-saturation of posts. Augustine engages in a thorough vetting
process when identifying the social influencers recommended for a brand to
connect with and host in-market. Decision-making factors include:

• Websites shouldn’t feel like directories. Beyond listing hotels,
restaurants, attractions and other businesses, it’s essential to capture
site users with compelling stories and inspire them to visit.

• Influencer audience size

• Content should serve niche audiences the content they’re seeking.

• Amount of content owned by the influencer (versus ads or sponsored content)

Social Media Influencer Campaigns
As an integral part of strategic social media plans, Augustine often
recommends executing Social Media Influencer Campaigns. Social Media
Influencers have a strong online presence with a certain threshold of
followers, readers and clout. Partnering with the right influencers will provide
the opportunity to reach consumers through third-party validated blog content
and social media posts that a property brand may not normally have access
to. Additionally, influencers hold the power of persuasion when writing and/
or posting about their travel experiences. In fact, 92% of consumers trust
recommendations from individuals—even if they’ve never met. Research also
shows that 74% of consumers use social media to make purchase decisions
and most leisure travelers also rely on social media content during the
decision-making process, heavily impacting the trip planning process.
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• Frequency of posts
• Types of content/focus of influencer
• Alignment with TMR brand
• Past/present/future work with TMR competitors
Current State of the American Traveler
In an age of highly-publicized airline incidents, travel bans and tightened
regulations, the American traveler is finding themselves in an interesting
position. Recent studies focused on American Travelers show a slowdown
in intent to travel, but a more focused approach to trips that are taken,
with a thorough inspiration and research process taking place before
making any decisions.
The travel industry will see an increase in travel among Millennial families as
the 9.5 million Millennial family households intend to spend 19% more on
vacations over the next year and plan to travel 36% more than the year prior. 10

country compared to internationally. Moreover, 40% of domestic travel is
expected to be to new destinations, creating opportunity for DMOs to reach
travelers earlier in the trip-planning process and influence the choice to
travel to their city or region. Road trips are also on the rise, as 39% of U.S.
leisure travel in 2016 included a road trip. This is up 17% year-over-year.10
Attractions are becoming more influential during the consumer journey
with 68% of American travelers taking vacations domestically claiming to
have chosen attractions before taking the trip – they’re not deciding once
in-market, but it’s part of the itinerary building process and plays into the
ultimate decision about where to travel. Top-ranking attractions include more
cultural and educational based experiences10:
• Art and history museums: 65%
• Aquariums: 59%
• Science museums: 56%
• Theme parks: 55%
Key Takeaway for Destination Marketing Organizations:
Personalized content and more focused segmentation will prove to acquire a
higher ROI for those marketing destinations to potential visitors. Cross-device
approach across multiple channels will help tourism brands reach qualified,
interested audiences and reaching those groups early enough in the
consumer journey will convert interested travelers into actual visitors.

Domestic travel now represents 85% of American vacations, up 7 points
from 2016, meaning 13.9 million more vacations were taken within in the
10. Skift. “Meeting Planners Are Relying More on Tourism Bureaus in 2016.” January 2016.
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